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SUMMARY 
A low- speed investigation has been conduct ed in the Langley 19-foot 
pressure tunnel at Reynolds numbers from 5 .3 X 106 to 6.9 X 106 to deter-
mine the effectiveness of a conventional aileron and of various spanwise 
spoiler arrangements on a 420 . sweptback wing. The wing had an aspect 
ratio of 3.94, a taper ratio of 0.625, and thin, symmetrical, circular-
arc airfoil sections. The roll ing-moment characteristics of the aileron 
and the spoilers, together with the aileron hinge -moment, normal-force, 
and balance-chamber pressure characteristics were determined for both 
the plain wing and the wing e~uipped with various high-lift and stall-
control devices. 
The results of the investi ation indicate that the effectiveness of 
the aileron CIa on the plain wing decreased slightly at hi h angles of 
attack. At low angles of attack, the effectiveness of the aileron was 
approximately the same regardless of the flap configuration. As the 
angle of attack was increased, however, deflection of inboard-located, 
half-span, split f laps resulted in a loss of aileron effectiveneGs . 
The combination of leadin - edge flaps and stall- control fences almout 
entirely offset the detrimental effects which resulted when the split 
flaps were deflected. For the plain wing configuration, the aileron 
hinge-moment characteristics were such that a conventional, sealed, 
internal aerodynamic balance of approximately 30 percent of the aileron 
chord would be re~uired to completely balance the aileron at low angles 
of attack. With this amount of balance, the aileron probably would be 
underbalanced at high angles of attack of the plain wing and at all 
angles of attack of the flapped configurations . When stalling occurred 
on the outboard portions of the wing, as it did without the stall-
control devices, an inboard spoiler location was more effective than an 
outboard location, and when inboard stalling occurred the outboard 
spoiler location proved more effective . The spoilers on the plain wing 
became ineffective in the maximum lift range. The maximum rolling 
effectiveness of the lO-percent-chord step spoilers on the wing e~uipped 
with the high-lift and stall-control devices was e~uival~nt to that 
produced by a total aileron deflection of approximately 350 • 
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INTRODUCTION 
The contemplated use of swept wings incorporating sharp-edged air-
foil sections for high-speed airplanes has resulted in a need for 
information concerning the effectiveness of lateral-control devices on 
wings of this type. An investigation at low air speeds, therefore, has 
been made in the Langleb 19-foot pressure tunnel to determine -the lateral characteristics of a 42 sweptback wing which had sharp-edged, 
symmetrical, circular-arc airfoil sections and was equipped with either a 
conventional aileron or various spanwise arrangements of step spoilers. 
The rolling-moment characteristics of the aileron and the spoilers 
together with the aileron hinge-moment, normal-force, ,and balance-chamber 
pressure characteristics were determined for both the plain wing and the 
wing equipped with various high-lift and stall-control devices. These 
devices included extensible, round-nose, leading-edge flaps, leading-
edge drooped-nose flaps, trailing-edge split flaps, and upper-surface 
fences. 
The investigation was conducted at Reynolds numbers ranging between 
5 . 3 X 106 and 6 . 9 X 106 which corresponded to a Mach number range 
of 0.11 to 0.15. 
SYMBOLS 
The data are referred to a set of axes coinciding with the wind 
axes and originating in the plane of symmetry at the quarter-chord 
point of the mean aerodynamic chord. All wing coefficients are based 
upon the dimensions of the basic wing. 
CL lift coefficient (Lift/qS) 
CL maximum lift coefficient 
max 
CD drag ooefficient (Drag/qS) 
Cm pitching-moment coefficient (Pitching moment/qSG) 
Cn yawing-moment coefficient (Yawing moment/qSb) 
Cz rolling-moment coefficient (Rolling moment/qSb) 
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CN a 
Ch 
a 
PR 
q 
b 
bs 
baca 
2 
S 
c 
c 
y 
A 
aileron normal-force coefficient (Aileron normal force /qSa) 
aileron hinge-moment coefficient. ~ ~ileron hinge moment about hinge line / qba Ca 2) 
ai leron balance-chamber resultant-pressure coefficient 
((Lower-surface pressure - Upper-surface pressure)/q ) 
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds/square foot 
wing span measured normal to pL~~e of symmetry, feet 
spoiler span measured normal to plane of symmetry, feet 
product of aileron span, measured along aileron hinge line, 
and square of root-mean-square chord, measured behind and 
normal to hinge line, 0.536 cubic feet 
wing area, square feet 
aileron area behind hinge line, square feet 
wing mean aerodynamic chord measured parallel to plane of 
s;ymmehy, 2·942 feet ~(lb/2 02  
local wing chord measured parallel to plane of symmetry, feet 
root-mean-square chord of hypothetical aileron balance measured 
ahead of and normal to aileron hinge line, feet 
spanwise coordinate , measured normal to plane of symmetry, feet 
angle of attack, degrees 
aileron deflection, measured in pUL~e normal to hinge line, 
degrees (positive when trailing edge is deflected downward) 
arithmetical sum. of equal up and down aileron deflections for 
an assumed set of ailerons 
sweepback of leading edge of wing, degrees 
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rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with aileron 
deflection (aileron effectiveness) 
rate of change of hinge -moment coefficient with aileron 
deflection 
rate of change of hinge -moment coefficient with angle of 
attack 
rate of change of aileron-balance -chamber pressure coefficient 
with ai l eron deflection 
rate of change of aileron-balance -chamber pressure coefficient 
with angle of attack 
rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient in a steady roll with 
aileron deflection 
MODEL 
The principal dimensions of the model are shown in figure 1. Photo-
graphs of the model mounted in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel are 
shown in figure 2 . The wing was of solid steel construction and had an 
aspect ratio of 3 .94 and a taper ratio of 0 .625 . A straight line con~ 
necting the leading edge of the root and theoretical tip chords was swept 
back 42.050 • The symmetrical circular-arc airfoil sections were fabri-
cated with a constant radius of 83.26 inches in a plane perpendicular to 
the line of maximum thickness. As a result, the leading and trailing 
edges were s l ightl y curved in plan form. The maximum divergence from a 
straight line connecting the root and theoretical tip chords at bhe 
leading and trailing edges was about 0 .4 inch . The airfoil sections, 
taken normal to the line of maximum thickness, had a maximwn thickness 
of 10 percent of the chord at the root and 6.4 percent of the chord at 
the tip . Parallel to the pl ane of symmetry the maximum thicKJless was 
7 .9 percent of the chord at the root and 5.2 percent of the chord at the 
tip. 
The high - lift and stall-control devices used on t he model are shown 
in figure 3 . The drooped-nose flaps extended over the outer fjJ percent 
of trle wing, had a chord of 0 .184c J and were deflected 300 measured in a 
plano normal to the hinge line. The amount of fJi:tp -deflection was based 
uIJon un-pull lished data which indicated 30 0 to be optinll.,lffi for this wing 
froDl considerations of pit ching moment and maximwn lift. The extensible 
l eading-ed e flaps had a span of 0 . 5~ and extended from 0 . 42~ 
2 2 
to O . 97~ (beginning of rounded tip) . Tho chord wa s constant and amounted 
2 
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to about 18 and 13 percent of the wing chord at the outboard and inboard 
ends, respectiyely. The deflection was 370 , measured in the manner shown 
in figure 3. The O.20c trailing-edge split flaps extended oyer the 
inboard 50 percent of the wing semispan and were deflected 600 from the 
lower surface of the wing. 
The upper-surface fences (fig. 3) were mounted normal to the wing 
surface and parallel to the plane of symmetry. They projected 0.6 of 
the maximum thickness of the root section above the wing surface. When 
used in conjunction with the drooped-nose flaps, the fences extended 
b from the wing trailing edge to about the 0.18c point and were located 0 .052 
outboard of the inboard ends of the drooped-nose flaps. For the configu-
rations with the extensible leading-edge flaps, the fences extended from 
the trailing edge to the leading edge of the wing and were located 
b 0.0252 outboard of the inboard ends of the flaps. 
Only the left side of the wing was eQuipped with the sealed, 
unbalanced, contour aileron. The aileron chord was about 0.18c, and the 
span was 0.475£, with the inboard end located at O.~. Resistance-type 
2 2 
electrical strain gages were employed to measure the aileron normal 
forces and hinge moments. The aileron seal, which was designed in a 
manner so that no moments and negligible forces were transferred from it 
to the aileron, extended the full span of the aileron except for cut-outs 
to allow for the mounting of the strain-gage beams. Pressure orifices 
were installed in the aileron balance chamber to enable the pressure 
differences across the seal to be determined. The details of the aileron 
are giYen in figure 4. 
The spoilers used were of the step type. The span of each step 
was 0. 10~ with the exception of the outboard one which was 0.07~. With 
all steps in place , the spoilers extended from the 0.2~ station out-
b 2 
board to the 0. 9752 station. Spoiler projections of 0.05c and O.lOc were 
tested. The spoilers were normal to the wing surface and to the plane of 
symmetry . They were located on the 0.70c line of the left wing panel in 
the manner shown in figure 4. 
TESTS 
The tests were made in the Langley 19-foot pressure tIDL~el with the 
air in the tunnel compressed to approximately ~ atmospheres. Measure-
3 
ments of the lift and drag and the pitching, rolling, and yawing moments 
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weTe ~3de for each configuration through an an31e -of-attack range 
extending fronl _40 to beyond maximum l ift . For the ail~ro~ tests the 
normal forces, hinge moments, and balance-chamber pressures of the aileron 
were determined for aileron deflections ranging fro~ 250 to -250 • The 
spoiler tests were made by using various spans of step spoilers, in incre-
ments of approximately 20 per cent of the s emi span , starting either 
from 0 .97~ or O.~ spanwise stations. The stall studies were made by 
visual observation and from motion -picture records of the behavior of wool 
tufts attached to the upper surface of the wing . 
All of the spoiler tests and the stall studies weTe conducted at a 
Mach number of 0.15 and a Reynolds number of 6 · 9 X 106, based. on the 
wing mea~ aerodynamic chord. The aileron testR, with the exception of 
the plain wing configuration which was tested at a Reynolds number 
of 6 .9 x 106, were conducted at. a Reynolds number of 5.3 X 106 and a 
Mach number of 0.11. Scale -effect tests were not made, since reference 1 
has indicated no appreciable scale effect in this Reynolds number range. 
REDUCTI ON OF DATA 
All data have been reduced to standard nondimensional coefficients. 
Corrections have been applied to the force and moment data to account 
for the tare and interference effects of the model 8upport system. 
Stream-inclinatio~ and jet -boundary corrections have been applied to the 
angle of attack and to the drag and pitching-moment coefficients. Jet-
boundary corrections t o the rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients were 
found to be negligible and, therefore, were not applied to the d.ata. 
The aileron hinge -moment coefficients presented herein are based 
upon the product of the aileron span ani the square of the root-mean-
square chord. Some recent practice (reference 2 ) has based the hinge-
moment coefficients upon twice the area moment of the aileron. The 
coefficients presented herein may be converted to this base by means of 
the following equation: 
Ch (based on twice area moment) a 0 .952Ch (presented herein ) (1) a 
As a result of the interference of the strain- gage beams, the aileron 
seal was incomplete and a small amount of leakage across it occurred. A 
calibration of the leakage was made, and the resultant pressure coefficients 
corrected to a no-leakage condition. The effect of the leakage on the 
rolltng-moment and hinge-moment coefficients is believed to be small and 
haD been neglected . 
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RES~S AND DISCUSSION 
Aileron Characteristics 
Rolling characteristics.- The basic aileron data are shown 
figures 5 to 10. Several ~epresentative crossplots of C7, and 
in 
Ch 
a 
against ai l eron deflection are presented in figures 11 and 12, res~ec­
tively. In order to show the ail eron effectiveness C7, determined 
5 
7 
for a small range of aileron deflections through 5
a 
= 00 , the variation 
of C with angle of attack is presented in figure 13 for the several 7,5 
flap arrangements tested. 
It can be seen that C7,5 has a value of approximately 0 .00100 at 
low angles of attack for all fla~ configurations. The value of C7, 
5 
of 
0.00105 obtained at a. = 00 for the wing without flaps was about the same 
as that (0.00102) determined by means of the charts of reference 3 and 
reduced by cos2A to account for the effects of sweep. The rate of 
change of rolling-moment coefficient with aileron deflection C7, for 
5 
t he wing without flaps and for the wing equipped with the extensible 
leading-edge flaps and fences remained approximately constant as the 
angle of attack was increased up to that corresponding to 0 . 85CIw.ax • The 
lift coefficients corresponding to 0.85CLmax are used herein as a basis 
for 
for 
the 
comparison since they might be considered as representative of those 
the landing-approach condition. The addition of the split flaps to 
plain wing resulted in a 25-percent decrease in C7, at 0.85CT, . 
5 lnaX 
Furthermore at CL ,the value of C7, was only 0 .00040 . The further 
max 5 
addition of the leading-edge flaps did not prevent the l~rge reduction 
caused by the split flaps but, with t he leading- edge flaps in combin.a t:.ion 
with the stall-contro~ fences, the values of C7, were comparable t o 
5 
those obtained for the plain wing. The aileron effectiveness. of the wing 
equipped with the drooped-nose and split flaps and fences was approxi-
mately the same as that for the configuration with the extensible leading-
edge and split flaps and fences. 
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From an inspection of the basic data presented in figures 5 to 10, 
it can be seen that the rolling-moment coefficients obtained from the 
plain wing and the split-flap configurations were approximately the same 
for either up or down aileron deflections. For the configurations having 
the leading-edge devices, however, the rolling-moment coefficients pro-
duced by the ailerons were larger for the up deflections than for the 
down deflections. 
The rolling-moment coefficients obtained for a total aileron deflec-
tion of 300 (150 up and 150 down) on the various wing configurations are 
presented in figure 14. The rolling-moment coefficients produced by 
large deflections of the ailerons varied considerably with wing configu-
ration and with angle of attack.. At these large aileron deflections the 
total rolling-moment coefficients at low angles of attack were approxi-
mately the same (about 0.03) for all configurations investigated. At 
higher angles of attack the total rolling-moment coefficients produced 
by large deflections of the aileron on the different configurations varied 
in a manner similar to the aileron effectiveness at small deflections in 
that the rolling-moment coefficients obtained with the split flap con-
figuratiJn decreased rapidly with increasing angle of attack. Only moder -
ate decreases were obtained with t he configurations involvin_ the leading-
edge and split flaps and the fences. With the leading-edge flaps and 
fences but without the split flaps the decrease was slight. 
Adverse yawing-moment coefficients were obtained throughout most of 
the angle-of-attack range, the largest values of which were obtained for 
the wing without flaps (fig. 14). 
Pitching-moment characteristics.- The curves of pitcning-moment 
coeffici.ent against angle of attack for the maximum ailero:1 deflections 
investigated are presented in figures 5 to 10. It can be seen that 
for the plain wing a:'l.d for the wing equipped with split flaps a smaller 
increment in the pitching-moment coefficient was obtained at positive 
angles of atta cK with the ~p aileron than with the d~~ aileron. Con-
versely, smaller inc rements in the pitcning-moment coefficient were 
obtained with the dO~1 ai13ron than with the up aileron for the wing 
equipped with the lead.i.ng-ed3e devices. It is estimated t ::-lat about 20 
of ele -/ator deflection would be needed to cOIDJ)ensate for t he .:D.:-'l.ximum 
inc!'ement in pitching-mofl10::1t coefficient resulting from 250 up and down 
deflection of a set of ailer ons. 
Hinge-moment cnaracteristics.- In o:cder to illustrate the ailee'on 
hinge -moment character istics of the various conflgu-rationa inlf8stigated, 
the hinge -moment par~eters C ~~d Ch and the balance -cnaillber ho a. 
resllltan. t-press..rre par9lD.eters PRo a:'1.d PRo, were determLled from the 
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basic data of figures 5 to 10 and are presented in figure 15 . It can be 
seen that considerable variation in t he val lles of these ;>a~ameters 
occurred. In order to show the effects of t he variation in Ch , a 
c:L 
rolling condition must be considered, and if t he aileron ba lance is to be 
o~ the conventional, sealed, internally balanced type, the paramAt.ers PRo 
and PR also must be considered . The combined. effect of these a. 
parameters f or an aileron having various amounts of inte:cn3 l balance is 
shown in figure 16 . The hinge -moment parameters of the aileron with 
varying amounts of balance were calculated by means of the following 
equations : 
Cy Ch Ch 1 Cb with without +~ ~ 0 0 o c!3. 
balance balancfl 
cy Ch Ch + ~ cb a. with a. without 2 Ra. ca 
balance balance 
where the span of the balance was assumed equal to t he span of the 
aileron and where the balance chord was assumed to include one -half of 
the gap covered by the seal . 
The parameter C' h o is defined as the rate of change of hinge -
moment coefficient in a steady roll with aileron deflection and was 
calculated by means of the following equation : 
C' ho 
1n which the values of the parameters and Ch were computed a. 
from equations (2) an~ (3) fo: various amounts of balance an~ 
2(ffi)p C7, o 
where K --- = -210C7, and is the ratio of the effective 
65a C7,p 0 
change in angle of attack in a steady roll to the change in aile:con 
deflect.ion . The constant K was determined by means of the charts 
of reference 4. The damping- in-roll coefficient Cz was determined p 
from reference 5 and had a value of 0 . 266. 
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Considering first the ai l eron withou t any internal balance, flg~re 16 
showa th3t on the plain wing tQe ai l eron was more llilderbal anced at high 
angles of aUa:::k than it was at low angles of atta ck. The aidition of 
t he split flaps resulted in ~~ opposite effect ; the aileron was more 
ba l anced at high than at l ow angles of attack . The f urthe:r addition ::Jf 
t he leading-edge flaps and the stall-co~trol fences te~ded to offset the 
effect of the spli t flaps and resulted in a reduction in the "lariation 
of C 'h t hrough the angle-of-attack range . The values of C 'h at 
o 0 
high angles of attack and for the flapped configurations are not neceS -
sarily CQrrect since C7, , which was determined at a. = 0 0 for tht? plain 
p 
wing and assumed constant in the determination of C th o' pro~ably varies 
with angle of attack and flap configuratio~. The trends, however, a~e 
co~sidered to be indicative of the effects of the high-lift ~~d stall-
control devices . 
The data presented in figure 16 indicate that on the plain wing at 
zero angle of at tack this ailero~ e~uipped with a conventio~al, sealed 
internal balance would re~uire a balance chord of abQilt 30 percent of 
the ailero~ chord for C 'h = O. As the angle Qf at ta ck is increased, 
o 
more balance chord is re~uired until at aboilt the angl e of attack 
for C~x a bahnce chord of approximately 55 percent would be re~uired. 
For the split-flap con:igQration t he amount of balance chord required 
for C 'h = 0 was 45 percent at a. ~ 0 0 , increased to ~ore than 55 per-
o 
cent at m::Jderate angles of attack, and then decreased to about 45 percent 
at high angles of attack. For the configurations involving the leading-
edge devices and the fences , the ano~~t of balance chord re~uired 
for C 'h = Owes between 45 and 50 percent at lo-w angles of attack and 
o 
increased abo:1t 5 percent at the angles of attack corresponding 
to 0 . 85C~x ' 
If , therefore, t he aileron on the pl ain wing was closely balan~ed 
for the hi~l -speed condition, it would be underbalanced at the low-speed, 
flapo -deflected condition a lthough the small dynamic pressures .':it t"!'w 
low speeds would tend to pre-,ren.t the occurrence Qf excessi ve ~onLrol 
f orceD . 
'l'he foregoing compari son of the aileron. effectivflness for Lhe 
vl'lrious flap configctratioas na.'3 b'Jen made by usinu s lopos det8rmined. at 
zoro ai leron deflection . Since the data presented in figure 12 indic' to 
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that the variation of hinge -moment coefficient with aileron deflection 
becomes more negative at l arge deflections, it should be noted that the 
aileron would be more underbalanced at these large deflections than is 
i ndicated in figure 16 . 
Normal-force characteristics.- The aileron normal-force coefficients 
presented in figures 5 t o 10 represent the forces on the aileron behind 
the hinge line. In the use of these data in the design of an aileron 
with a sealed internal balance, account must be taken of the additional 
forces acting on the balance. The maximum values of the aileron normal-
force coefficients were about the same for the flapped or unflapped wing 
configurations. The stall studies presented in figure 17 show that the 
aileron on the plain wing is completely sta lled at an angle of attack 
of 16 .90, whereas the aileron on the flapped wing is only partly stalled 
at angles of attack of more than 190 • As a result of this early aileron 
stall the variation of aileron normal-force coefficient with angle of 
attack for the plain wing was not as linear as tha t for the wing with the 
l eading-edge devices. 
Spoiler Characteristics 
Representative data obtained from tests of numerous wing and 
spoiler configurations are presented in figures 18 to 21. 
Rolling-moment characteristics.- It is apparent from the data pre-
sented in figures 18 to 21 that the origin and progression of the stall 
are refl ected in the rolling-moment coefficients cont ributed by the 
various spoi ler arrangements. In the case of the plain wing (fig . 18(a)), 
the outboard section of the 0.77~ spoiler is enveloped in tip stall at a 
2 
relatively low angle of attack (approximately 8.6°j fig. 17) which results 
in an abrupt decrease in C1 . The same abrupt decrease in C1 is indi -
cated for a 0 . 37~ spoi l er located at the tip, whereas a O.~ spoiler 
100ated inboard of the o .60Q station does not encounter the effects of 
2 
the wing stall until an angle of attack of approximately 120. The wing 
e~uipped with the high-lift and stall-control devices exhibited an initial 
stalled region behind the inboard ends of the leading- edge flaps , and as 
the spoi lers extended into this region there was a marked reduction in C1 (figs . 20 and 21(a)). It shoul;.i be noted that for the flapped configu-
rations some rolling-moment coefficient 1s produced for angles of attack 
corresponding to C~x. 
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The effects of spo~ler projectio~ or height for t he pl ain wing may 
be seen by a comparison of figures 18(a) and 19(a ) . I n the low angle -
of-attack ~ange, the O. lOc spoiler is severa l times as effective as 
the O.03c spoiler which in all probability is due to the fact that a 
sm~ller percentage of the O.lOc spoilp,r is in the bOQ~dary -layer air. At 
the angles of attack where the boundary l liyer becomes thicker and flow 
separation occur.s , the effectiveness of both the O. l Oc and O.05c spoilers 
becomes equal until finally both have zero effectiveness as a l l the 
spoiler segments are enveloped in th.e stalled region. 
In figures 22 to 24 a s~ry is presented of a l l spoiler combina -
tions tes ted. It can be SGen i ll. :: 19ure 22 that for a given spoiler span 
on the plain wing the inboard location provided slightly greater values 
of C7, at low angles of attack than did the out board location. It is 
quite posaib19 Ghat the inboard spoilers on a sweptback -wing can, due to 
crossflow, cause spoiling of the flow over sectio~1.s of the wing outboard 
of the spoilers. For the flaps - deflected configQr.ations, a spoiler 
located on the outboard portion of the wing produced higher values of C7, 
t han a spoiler of equal span located inboard . A spoiler of the same span 
b~t with its inboard end located at the wing root mi@l.t result in yet 
different results. It seems, therefore, that the optimum spanwise spoiler 
location on a sweptback wing is largely dependent upon the span loading 
and/'Jr the spanwise center of press 'J:ce of that particular wlng. 
It can be seen in figure 22 that f or the plain wing equipped with a 
short span of the O.05c spoilers S0me rolling-moment ~eversal was 
encountered. It is possible that with a short span of Lhe O.lOc spoilers 
reversal might also be encountered . For this reaS0~1. no a t tempt has been 
b s 
made to fair the curves of figures 22 to 24 through b/ 2 = o. 
Other aerodynamic characteristics .- As indicated in .figures 18 to 21, 
the yawing-moment coefficients obtained with the spoilers 0n the plain 
wing were favorable up to an angle of attack of about 120 . Above this 
angle, adverse yawing -moID9nt coefficients were obtained although the 
values were small . The addition of leading-edge and t~ailing-edge flaps 
resulted in favorable yawing-moment characteristics up to almost the 
angle of attack .for C
Lmax
' The values of Cn at the lower angles of 
attack were somewhat larger for the wing with flaps than for the plain 
wing. 
The maximum changes in the pitching-moment coefficient resulting 
from. the O.lOc projection of the spoilers were 50 to 100 percent greater 
than those resulting from bhe maximum ieflection of a set of ailerons. 
The outboard spoilers on the plain wing configuration caused a large 
poai ti ve shift in t~le pitching-moment Cll.rve up to the angle of a tLack at 
which tip sl;alling began. As the separated flow at higher angles of 
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attack encompassed the spoilers, the spoiler effectiveness ~opped off 
and the pitching-momeJ1t coefflcier..ts became approximately the same as 
for the wing without spoiiers (fig. 18). A large positive shift in the 
pitching-moment curves, which occurred throughout the angle-of-attack 
range, was obtained with the outboard spoilers OJ:1 the flapped configu-
rations as shown in figure 21. This trim change probably occurred as a 
result of t he outboard spoiler segments remaining in regions of unsepa-
ra ted flow at all angles of attack. In all cases where trim c~.1anges 
occurred, larger changes were encountered with the outboard spoiler 
locations than with the inboard l 0cations. The magnitude of the trim 
change was also dependent upon the spoiler projection . 
Comparison of Aileron and Spoilers 
A brief comparison of the relative rolling effectiveness of the 
aileron and the spoilers is presented in figure 25. The comparison is 
made using what is considered as the optimum spoiler span ani location as 
determined from data presented in figures 22 and 23; namely, O,~, the 
inboard end being located at 0 .2~ and 0 .3'7~ spanwise stations for the 
plain wing and the flapped configurations, respectively. It can be seen 
that for the plain wing the rolling-moment coefficient at small angles of 
attack produced by the O.lOc projection spoilers was approximately e~ual 
to that which would be produced by a total aileron deflection of 250 • At 
higher angles ·)f attack, however, the rolling effectiveness of the 
spoilers dropped to zero, whereas the aileron maintained considerable 
effectiveness up throll.gh the highest angle of attack investigated. For 
the wing e~uip~ed with the extensible leading-edge flaps and the split 
flaps, the spoilers produced rolling-m0ment coefficients thrOll.gh the high 
angle-of-attack range which were e~uivalent to aboll.t 350 of tot.}l 
aileron deflection. Although the rolling effectiveness of the aileron 
increased aboll.t linearly with ieflection up to 5 = ~25°, the use of 
large deflections for ailerons e~~lipped with conv~ntional internal-
balance systems is limited on thin wings of the type investigated herein 
to about ±15° for a 30-percent balance chord. 
The value of the wing-tip helix angle produced in a steady roll by a 
lateral-control device is indicative of the power or effectiveness of that 
device. The helix angles were therefore estimated as CZ/C
Lp 
where elp 
is the dampin~-in-roll coefficient. With the aileron deflection limited 
to about ±15° the value of the helix angle obtainabla at 0.85CT. with 
"Ll'L9.X 
the flaps-deflected configuration would be about 0.084 for the a ileron 
and 0.093 for the O.lOc projection spoilers. This difference between tha 
values of the helix ~~gle produced by the aileron and by the spoiler would 
probably be even greater if account were taken of t~18 adverse yawing-
moment characteristics at the lower speeds . 
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The foregoing comparison was based on the assumption that the 
stick force of the aileron control would be h~d within range of pilot 
capabili ties through the use of an internal aerodynamic balance and 
that the aileron deflection would be limited to ±15° by this balance. 
Under such conditions the maximum effectiveness of the spoilers can be 
expected to be as good as or superior to that of the aileron except for 
the plain wing at high angles of attack. If, however, by employment of 
some means of power boost aileron deflections up to ±25° could be 
obtained, the aileron rolling effectiveness would be considerably 
superior to that of the spoiler. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of an investi~tion in the Langley 19-foot pressure 
tunnel of the characteristics of two types of lateral-control devices 
on a 420 sweptback wing with circular-arc airfoil sections and various 
high-lift and stall-control devices indicated the following conclus i ons: 
1 . The effecti veness of the aileron C2a on t he pl ain wing decr eased 
sli ghtl y at high angl es of attack . At l ow angl es of attack the effecti ve -
ness of t he a iler on was approximately the s ame r egardless of the f l ap 
configurati on. As the angl e of a t t ack was i ncreased, however, deflection 
of inb oard-located ha l f - s pan spli t f l aps r esulted in a considerable l os s 
of ailer on effec tiveness . The comb inati on of l eading- edge f l aps and 
stal l - contr ol fences tended to offset the detrimental effects which 
r esulted when the split fla ps wer e defl ected. 
2. The aileron hinge-moment characteristics were such that a con-
ventional, sealed, internal aerodynamic balance of approximately 30 per-
cent of the aileron chord would be re~uired to completely balance the 
aileron at low angles of attack of the plain wing coni'iguration. With 
this amount of balance the aileron probably would be under balanced at 
high angles of attack of the plain wing and at all angles of attack of 
the flapped coni'igurations. 
3. The rolling effectiveness of the spoiler at high angles of 
attack appears largely dependent upop the spoiler location with respect 
to the areas of separated flow on the wing. When stalling occurred 
on the outboard portions of the wing an inboard spoiler location was 
more effective. When stalling occurred inboard, as it did with the 
wing e~uipped with the stall-control devices, the outboard spoiler 
location was more effective. 
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4. The spoilers on the plain wing became ineffective in the maximum. 
lift range. The maximum. rolling effectiveness of the O.lOc spoilers on 
the wing equipped with the high-lift and stall-control devices was 
equivalent to that produced by a total aileron deflection of approxi-
mately 350 • 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base , Va. 
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Figure 2.- Wing mounted in 19-foot pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 7.- Aileron characteristics of wing with drooped-nose and split 
flaps and fences. 
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Figure 9. - Aileron characteristics of wing with extensible leading-edge 
and split flaps and fences. 
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Figure 10.- Aileron characteristics of wing with extensible leading-edge 
flaps and fences. 
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Figure 18.- Effects of O.lOc pro jection step spoilers on character istics 
of pla in wing . . 
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Figure 19 .- Ef f ects of 0 . 05c projection step s poilers on characteristics 
of plain wing . 
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Figure 20.- Effects of O.lOc projection step spoilers on characteristics 
of wing with extensible leading~dge flaps and trailing~dge split 
flaps. 
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of wing with drooped-nose flaps and trai ling-edge split flaps . 
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Figure 22 .- Vari ation of rolling-moment coefficient with span of step 
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